Hybrid Feedbacks for
Power Amplifiers
HERBERT I. KEROES*

While feedback in most amplifiers is partially dependent on the load impedance, it is possible
to eliminate this effect to a large extent with a claimed improvement in over-all performance.

has been evinced in
the system of Hybrid Feedback*1
as developed and used in the
Aerosoimd Ultra-Linear II power ampli
fier. This system prevents interaction
between feedback circuit, and load;
consequently its use results in a feed
back system inherently more stable than
the conventional systems now used.
The circuit has been developed from
a consideration of the unique properties
of the hybrid coil, a device long used
in telephone communication to permit
amplification in both directions on a
telephone line without interaction. This
property of circuit isolation is put to
use in a similar manner between feed
back and output circuits of an ampli
fier.
In its usual form, the hybrid coil is
a three-winding transformer composed
of a primary winding and two seriesconnected secondary coils of equal
turns, and is shown diagrammatic-ally
at (A) in Fig. 1. If power is fed f.o
the primary, it is divided equally be
tween each load resistor, the two load
resistors being of equal value. Another
resistor is used to supply balance, and
is shown connected between the junction
of the two secondary windings. When
all circuit resistors are chosen in a cer
tain relationship, the circuit has several
unique properties. A voltage placed in
series with one load will not be reflected
into the other load. A voltage placed
in series with the balancing resistor will
not. appear in lhe primary winding of
the transformer. The hybrid arrange
ment can then evidently be used to di
vide output voltage between load and
feedback circuit without interaction. II
would not be economical to divide power
equally between load and feedback cir
cuit. hence the section of the secondary
which energizes the feedback circuit is
composed of just enough turns to sup
ply the requisite amount of feedback
voltage.
The solution of a hybrid circuit where
the secondary winding is comprised of

knowledge, has not been previously dis
closed.
As used in the Ultra-Linear II ampli
fier, the output transformer forms a
hybrid coil, and the output circuit is
shown at. (B) in Fig. I. The circuit of
the output transformer alone is shown
at. (C). The voltages and impedances
appearing across the various windings
are as follows:
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Fig. 1. Schematic of voltage and current
relationships of the hybrid feedback
arrangement.

The open-circuit plate-to-ptate volt
age of the output stage.
A voltage introduced into the load
circuit to determine its effect on the
feedback voltage. It may be an
equivalent voltage generated by a
change in load impedance (an as
sumption valid by the compensa
tion theorem), or a back emf gen
erated by the load.
The voltage across the primary wind
ing of the transformer, composed
of >t turns.
The voltage across the winding sec
tion composed of n, turns and
which connects to the feedback cir
cuit.
The voltage across tlie winding sec
tion composed of n, turns and which
connects to the load.
The feedback load impedance.
The output load impedance.
The balancing resistor.
The plate impedance of the output
tubes.

We may write the equations for the
voltage drops in each loop ict terms of
the loop currents and impedances by
Kirch off’s law. and these give relation
ships (a), (b ), and (e) below. Equa
tions (d) and (e) are relationships that
exist in any transformer, the sum of
the ampere turns in each winding being
zero, and the exact proportionality be
tween the open circuit voltage and turns
in each winding.
(a) c = E a - Z . i
(b) e, = Z /i,~ (Z, + Z3)i,
(c)

two series-connected coils of equal turns
is well known, and to be found in most
standard texts. Where the secondaries
are not of equal value, the solution is
not easily available, and will hr de
veloped here. Another properly of the
hybrid circuit will also be developedone which, lo the best of the authors
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The relationships of (a) and (<■') may
be substituted into (1)), (e). and (d),
to give the following three equations in
which all currents are expressed in

the load circuit will not produce a cur
rent flow iu the teed hack circuit.
An impedance variation in the output
circuit or a hack emf generated by the
load impedance will therefore not he
transmitted into the feedback circuit.
We shall now show that Z, may have
any value from zero to infinity, and
will not affect the proportionality of
voltage induced by E„ in the feedback
circuit, or change the phase of the in
duced voltage. To prove this we will
take the relationship

Z . =- '

and
ntranspose Z. and Z.. This becomes
Z.= —— This is then inserted into
n,ii,
the expression for i,. Also let-E{, = 0.
ii jZ , 4 Zj(n, 4 >i,)
- E„
Z , z , - Z.Z ^ / + - ^ 4 Z , Z S
The Acrosound Ultra-Linear II am plifier discussed in this article.

terms of the applied voltages E„ and
Ef,. We may then solve these for the
current in the feedback circuit,
and
the load current, i..
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The denominator may then be factored,
and we find that one factor cancels with
a similar expression in the numerator,
giving the following solution for
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The easiest method of solving these
equations is to effect a solution by means
of determinants. Wo obtain the follow
ing solutions for i, ami i,.
Ei, = - E „
n

n(Z2 + Z s) + ^ Z ,
II
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If we now specify the condition that
En is zero and Eh is not equal to zero,
we find that i, is zero when Z.; is equal
in value to ii/n2Z, /n2. If then Z. is put
at this value, a voltage injected into
m

Fig. 2. Complete schemotic of the Ultra-Linear II amplifier.
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Note that the only impedance terms in
this expression are those of the resistor
in the feedback circuit and the value
of the balancing resistor. If these are
set at a fixed value, the current that
flows in the feedback circuit is constant,
therefore the voltage developed across
the feedback load is constant and inde
pendent of the value of the load im
pedance Z,.
The hybrid system is normally op
erated so that the nominal value of Z„
produces a load current equal in value
to i,. No current then flows in the bal
ancing resistor Z. and it consumes no
power. To find this relationship, E b is
put equal to zero and the expressions
for i, and i, are equated. This gives
the relationship Z ,JZ, - n,/n.2. The
turns ratio between the feedback and
load sections of the secondary winding
is adjusted to this value.
Finally, we note that if no current
flows in the balancing resistor, the
complete secondary of n, plus n.2 turns
feeds a secondary impedance of Z, plus
Z, ohms. The turns ratio between sec
ondary mid primary is then ».,/ (n, 4
n2) - = Z,J(Z, 4 Z j ) . Z, is made equal to
the correct phite-lo-plate impedance of
the output tubes and the turns ratio
computed.
In the Ultra-Linenr II amplifier, Z 2
is made variable. This provides a varia
ble damping control which changes the
ratio between voltage and current feed
back. With the control adjusted to

tfi a sto red-energy transient situation
as encountered in audio amplifiers. Tlie
impedance seen liv tlie signal being fed
buck into Ike amplifier may lie deter
mined by simple voltage-division princi
ples since we know the magnitude of the
voltage supply and the drop across a
known resistance. As long as we keep
within reasonable frequency bounds,
there will be no appreciable phase shift.
Suffice to say that the impedance seen
by this “ backward” component is al
most entirely a function of the magni
tude and frequency of the signal com
ing through the amplifier in the normal
way. “Almost entirely” because it is
possible to create transform er satura
tion with this driven current, but this
is scarcely likely to happen under nor
mal amplifier usage. This, too, produces
a set of values within normal measure
ment error of those displayed in Fig. (i.

Since many of these calculations in
volve small differences between rela
tively large quantities, it is mandatory
that the resistors, voltmeters and other
paraphernalia be accurate to one-half
of one per cent or better.
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